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TAMPERPROOF GLOBAL SYSTEMS 

PATENT SUMMARY 

 

The United States and foreign patents issued and pending which are owned by 3 D FUSE 

and which are exclusively licensed to Tamper Proof Global Systems Corp. cover a 

security system for pipelines and other elongate structures, cargo containers, pallets, 

boxes, cases, infrastructure, equipment, buildings and other volumetric enclosures of any  

size or of any geometric configuration encapsulating any volumetric space which utilize 

an electrical wire, e-textile, or optical fiber continuous signal path which fully envelopes 

the enclosure, and which provides full volumetric protection of the enclosure. The 

fundamental unitary concept underlying the patents is the detection of an intrusion or 

extrusion event as it crosses the defined boundary of the protected volumetric space by 

breaking or disrupting a signal of any single fail-safe live conducting signal path 

embedded in the boundary of the protected volumetric space. The patents include 

provisions to convey or transmit detection of the absence of a live conduction signal for 

any reason to an electronic circuit which interfaces with any telecommunication system 

for purposes of transmitting a real-time alarm signal. Intrusion events such as tapping oil     

pipelines, extrusion events such as oil leaks due to corrosion are readily detected. 

Additionally, detection of certain secreted nuclear/radiological material in shipping 

containers can be detected while in transit. An instantaneous alarm is produced upon a 

break in the wire or fiber path.  An alarm can also be produced upon degradation of the 

signal in an optical fiber path that is caused by various types of radiation, in particular 

free neutrons, the signature particle of fissile material. Additionally, the open architecture 

of the system can provide for integration of various CBRNE detectors from 3rd parties. 

The issued and pending patents use wire or optical fiber in e-textiles and in other flexible 

sheet or tape forms for use in shipping containers, air cargo, pallets, rail cars, box trailers, 

wrapping of pipelines, tunnels, buildings and similar structures.  There are a variety of 

fabrication techniques and geometric forms used to implement applications which cut 

across different applications and industries.  A prime fabrication technique comprises a 

family of three dimensional tapes having a variety of dimensions and materials to achieve 

intrusion/extrusion detections for a broad range of volumetric enclosures. The tape 

systems may be readily combined with other materials to implement complex 
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applications, such as; placing a detector circuit over a tough coating to allow a “detectand 

delay” function to be implemented to allow for response time.  The patents issued and 

pending also provide for the remote signaling of alarm information, GPS data and active 

monitoring information on the integrity of the passive fail/safe detection system, via a 

variety of communication links.  The following thirteen (13) US patents have issued: 

6,995,353, 7,098,444, 7,211,783, 7,332,728, 7,394,060, 7,482,924, 7,608,812, 7,619,226, 

7,856,157, 7,924,155, 8,207,861, 8,653,971 and just issued new patent 8,971,673.  These 

last three issued patents relate to a security tape for wrapping around any object to be 

protected.  One patent is pending in the US on a security tape.  Another patent has issued 

for pipelines.  Five (5) foreign patents are pending in a number of jurisdictions, one of 

which in Europe has been allowed.  The unitary technology underlying all the patents is a 

binary three dimensional sensor which can readily be likened to a one dimensional house 

fuse which signals an alarm in the absence of a live continuously present detectable 

signal.  It is the absence of a live detectable signal for any reason which makes the 

detection of a protected volumetric space fail-safe. 

 

The material science properties and systems characteristics of the base technology 

underlying all the patents allow for the manufacture of the totally passive detecting 

systems.  The fabricated systems are robust, durable and require no maintenance or 

calibration.  The system features a total linear approach to all design applications, such 

as; Lego construction of pipes in a pipeline, walls in a building or panels in a container or 

pallet.  All systems are binary, fail-safe and 100% reliable.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


